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**slaves in the family**
In *How the Word is Passed*, Clint Smith visits eight places central to the history of slavery in America, including Thomas Jefferson's Monticello plantation and Louisiana's Angola prison.

**slavery wasn't 'long ago': a writer exposes the disconnect in how we tell history**
A new exhibition in Amsterdam reconstructs personal histories to confront the Netherlands’ extensive and little-discussed involvement in the international trade of enslaved people during the colonial
telling stories of slavery, one person at a time
A Reckoning with the History of Slavery Across America,” a book that has been lauded as essential by Ibram X. Kendi and other scholars on race, Clint Smith connects the history of slavery

clint smith traces the harrowing history of slavery in ‘how the word is passed’
A Rijksmuseum exhibition explores the legacy of colonialism and misleading nature of the term "Dutch Golden Age"

confronting the netherlands’ role in the brutal history of slavery
Today, councillors in Perth's City of Stirling will vote to decide whether to change their city's name. This follows a residents' motion arguing a new name would better 'reflect the long standing and

wa's first governor James Stirling had links to slavery, as well as directing a massacre. should he be honoured?

Historian Rebecca Hall works with a graphic artist in her new book to reclaim the stories of the female rebels on ships and plantations. The work of graphic artist Hugo Martínez in Rebecca Hall

secret history: the warrior women who fought their enslavers
At the Oakwood Cemetery in Cuyahoga Falls, you'll find headstones for people who served in Marine Corps in Vietnam, in the Navy during the Korean War, in the Army during World War II, and even a former slave to get marked grave at Cuyahoga Falls cemetery 114 years after death

The figure of the Roman father has traditionally provided the pattern of patriarchy in European thought. This book shows how the social realities and cultural representations diverged from this

patriarchy, property and death in the roman family
It listed well-known New York families. To the right of their names was a category: “slaves,” with the number of Black people each family enslaved, from 14 for the Boerums to 87 for the Lefferts.

**spotlighting a history of slavery in n.y.c.**
Conditions of the Present collects essays by the late Lindon Barrett, whose scholarship centers African American literature as a site from which to theorize

**conditions of the present: selected essays**
What, to the American slave, is your 4th of July causing him to move to Washington, D.C. with his family. His family life also became a focus of gossip and scandal: According to Smithsonian

**frederick douglass: the slave who became a statesman**
Warning: This post contains spoilers from The Underground Railroad. As Cora and Caesar run through a field together toward freedom in the first episode of The Underground Railroad, the action pulls at

**love in the time of slavery: how underground railroad celebrates black courtship amid the gloom and pain**
In our continuing coverage of “Forgotten Souls of North Carolina’s Black Cemeteries” we take you to Lewisville, where dozens of former slaves settled

**preserving the legacy of historic black cemetery in lewisville**
It focused on a 1700s speech given by plantation owner to white Virginia colonists on how to keep their Black slaves under control. The family of the student, referred to as “John Doe,” said

'let's make a slave' lesson lawsuit dismissed in tennessee
Jane Austen's brother Henry was publicly involved in anti-slavery activism despite their own father's role in the dehumanising trade as a plantation trustee, academics discover. The author's
jane austen's brother was an anti-slave activist it emerges in boost to the family's name after their father's infamous links to the trade
Toyin Owoseje, CNN A statue of colonial slave trader Edward Colston has gone on public display in Bristol, England, almost a year after it was toppled during Black Lives Matter

why the toppled statue of slave trader edward colston is going on public display in england
One of the Queen's cousins paid reparations to his community after discovering his family profited from the slave trade, it's been revealed. Charlene White, who is hosting a documentary about the

queen's cousin paid 'reparations' after discovering family link to slave trade
On Saturday, June 5, at 10 A.M., the Committee to Free Nigerian Slaves (CFNS) will protest jihadists' enslavement of Nigerians at

demonstration in omaha to free the slaves of nigeria
The 14-year-old twins said they felt "humiliated and confused" after their teacher had students pick cotton as a classroom assignment.

black middle school students asked to clean cotton for slavery assignment, family alleges
An illustration depicting slaves loading coal in Morant Bay, Jamaica, in the 18th century. Illustration: De Agostini/Getty Images The author of Stiff Upper Lip examines his own family history to

blood legacy by alex renton review - family fortunes built on brutality
Soolmans' family made a fortune from a sugar refinery supplied by slave plantations in Brazil. After he died, Oopjen remarried to a man who had once kept slaves in Brazil. "We know Oopjen had several

dutch slavery exhibition confronts brutal
past
“They had accumulated small pockets of wealth here and there, and ... a lot of my family, they are educators, but that’s been a passed-down trait, if you will, from even as far back as in slave times.”

for african americans, dna tests offer some answers beyond the ‘wall of slavery’
Soolmans' family made a fortune from a sugar refinery supplied by slave plantations in Brazil. After he died, Oopjen remarried to a man who had once kept slaves in Brazil. "We know Oopjen had

dutch slavery exhibition confronts brutal past
So, Bryant could have owned slaves because that’s how free people in Tennessee accumulated wealth, or he could have been sheltering family and friends. There are a few bits of evidence for the

is bryant town family cemetery the oldest black cemetery in nashville?

even asked himself whether it was wise to film the imagery of slavery that "for so long has elicited feelings of shame, of trauma," he wrote. He said that even friends and family "made clear to

new miniseries 'the underground railroad' tackles slavery
READ: “Let’s Make a Slave” full lawsuit The lawsuit was filed by a family of a Black student with autism. The lawsuit claimed their son suffered emotional trauma after an assignment based on

court dismisses lawsuit filed by family over mnps 'let’s make a slave’ assignment
It depicts the horrors of slavery in its account of family separation and backbreaking labor in the Deep South, but the character also sings fondly of his earlier, idyllic life as an enslaved

is kentucky derby anthem "my old kentucky home" pro-slavery or anti-slavery?
which was derived from the crest of a slave-
owning family. A panel looking at the university's slave legacy plans to release its findings and recommendations later this year. At the University of

**colleges pushed anew for reparations for slavery, racism**

which was derived from the crest of a slave-owning family. A panel looking at the university’s slave legacy plans to release its findings and recommendations later this year. At the University

**us colleges pushed anew for reparations for slavery and racism**

Jim Bowie, the popular commander of volunteers at the Alamo, was a slave trader whose family owned slaves at a plantation in southern Louisiana. But David Crockett, the Alamo’s most famous

**'texas heroes act' seeks to limit role of slavery in battle for independence at the alamo**

“There’s a history of racism that I’m sure you know from within the Royal Family that goes way back to the transatlantic slave trade. “The fact Meghan was able to get on television and

**meghan praised by her ex for shaming 'history of racism in royal family since slave trade'**

a white French gardener — whose love defied slavery in the late 1700s in South Carolina. Noisette said Celestine was a woman of indomitable courage, resourcefulness and love for family.

**first black woman vintner in florida is jacksonville native toasting ancestors who defied slavery**

It indicates the ability to send an email. In 1865, 400,000 acres of Confederate land were confiscated and set aside for freed slaves; each Black family expected to receive approximately 40 acres.

**4 ways reparations for slavery can help close**
the racial wealth gap
The last fifteen years or so have witnessed a marked shift in the approach to the study of slave life and culture. The new focus on the slaves’ domestic production and their internal economy has

to have and to hold: slave work and family life in antebellum south carolina
The site has a link to the online Journal of Slavery and Data Preservation various tax lists, family bible records, family histories, court records, deeds, wills and estates, land grants

genealogy: website streamlines search of databases on slave trade
“Them,” about a Black family fighting racism and supernatural as a boxcar powered by a steam locomotive transporting slaves to free states through subterranean tunnels.

making a tv show about slavery could undo you. unless the director steps up like this
Smith began to think more deeply about how

slavery is remembered and reckoned with in America — and about all the things he wishes someone had taught him long ago. “We are taught that the history of

slavery wasn’t ‘long ago:’ writer exposes the disconnect in how we tell history
Charlene White has recalled the shocking conversation she shared with a cousin of the Queen, who acknowledged how his family had ‘profited’ off the slave trade. Almost a year on from the

charlene white recalls shocking conversation with queen’s cousin on how his family ‘profited’ off slave trade
The family claimed the “wild graphic and inappropriate telling Doe, ‘You are my slave,’” Trauger wrote in her ruling. But the complaint didn’t “suggest how frequently or for

tennessee judge dismisses lawsuit over school’s ‘let’s make a slave’ assignment based on willie lynch speech
“Roots,” which appeared in 1977, was the first miniseries on American television to explore the experiences of slavery on multiple generations of one Black family. It also created powerful

‘the underground railroad’ attempts to upend viewers’ notions of what it meant to be enslaved

“It was such a life-changing experience,” the former Slave Lake mayor said in an interview from Calgary, where she now works as a family doctor. “You just can’t forget those vivid images

former slave lake mayor remembers wildfire that burned through town 10 years ago which was derived from the crest of a slave-

owning family. A panel looking at the university's slave legacy plans to release its findings and recommendations later this year. At the University of

universities across us push to begin paying reparations for slavery, racism

Joshua Silverstein, who dated the now royal when they were teenagers, told Lorraine Kelly that the Royal Family's history of racism goes back to the slave trade. He said: "Meghan did Oprah and was